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Abstract

In a globalized world, we gained many benefits and
diversified our lives through commerce and information
exchange.Yet, many cities in East Asia such as Shenzhen and
Tokyo or West Asia such as Doha are facing challenges.
Living habits and construction methods are threatened
by standardized ways of building. The skyscraper replaced the
houses in traditional neighborhoods. Homogenization and
annihilation of the conventional is paramount. This problem
guided me to the question that drove my research during my
three semesters at Cornell : What is the individuality of the
commonality? During the coursework, I gained a
deeper understanding of the problem of globalization and
broadened my definition of individuality. I explored the
meaning of individuality as a shared value in a place or for a
group of people. How is one place distinguished from others?
This thesis exemplifies three different forms of individuality,
as they manifested in an art scape studio, a class about timber
tectonic class, and a seminar about building agency
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This is not Vernacular
when objects are formed through understanding
Spring 2021
Independent work
Instructor: Alessandra Cianchetta

The individuality of one place is a projection of many people’s
understanding. It lives in one’s imagination or interpretation, and in
04

this project, architecture is the fragments of indefinite puzzles. It is

the words waiting to become sentences, and people who experience
This is not vernacular

A family of interventions to the landscape that
vernacular.

them become the only writer. In the precedent of Parc de la Villette
discusses the meaning of
by Bernard Tschumi, the whole site is divided into 40 grids. At the

Spring 2021

Cornell Option Studio | Individual Project
nodes of the grids, there is folly combined by six types of elements
Instructor: Alessandra Cianchetta

and their variations. Follies relate to each other through ramps, stairs,

While chimney, slanted roofs, and silos are the

what we conceived as vernacular now,
straight or meander trails. Landscape views of different images
kinds ofhave
are there other meanings to grasp when the
alienated, and faded away?

cooperated with the path people choose and the folly they
get. Visitors
“images”
distorted,

can choose which direction they want to take and what This
follyproject
they wish
proposes

a family of interventions
that are composed of
“vernacular elements.” It encourages people to
question
the images that they are familiar with.
by preference. While they were making their decisions and
getting

to get. People choose the destination with a reason and in
takethethelandscape
hint

It encourages
people to have their definitions of
to follies by sequence, they wrote their sentences. The idea
of leaving
“what is vernacular?”

space for people themselves to generate their choices and answers is
a method in my project for visitors to think about their versions of
“vernacular” as time pass by. Through destroying, dissembling, and

reassembling the familiar elements of the vernacular, this project also
proposes rethinking and challenging. In all the words these elements
wrote, to what extent do they lose their meaning, to what extent
do they inspire? Is vernacular represented in the symmetrical and
slanted roof that drains raindrops in summer? Is it the chimney that
breaks such symmetry, or is it not about the configuration but the
warmth generated in the chimney space? There are different answers
and different grasp. Hopefully, when the tide of this era falls, we have
something to grasp at the end of the day.
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Gallery and Archive Space

Folly

The gestures of gallery space and archive space pointed toward different
diractions of the landscpe. The “chimney” becomes the elevator connects
these two programs.

The deisgn of the folly echos with the rock klandscape nearby. While the
rough landscape provides space for sitting, climbing, the folly provides
shadow for visitors to enjoy the space underneath. From an tectonic aspect.
The texture of the limestone plate contrats to that from the landscpe.

Interwoven Exhibited photographies

Framing the Downhill Landscape

While from outside, the gallery seems to be a house. The “pitched roof ”
becomes a light appature for the gallery space. The exhibition design follows
the logic of arranging the “objects” in the landscape; Each painting is in
its presence. The experience of watching the exhibition is curated by the
positions of the visitors.

The space inbetween the the archive space and the gallery space frames the
downhill scene of the river and the forest. The rooftop of the archive space
extends into the field.

Body politics and personal narratives

Reframing Subjecthood

Empowerment and Disillusionment
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Timber Tectonic

Analysis of timber precedent and design based on structural principles
Spring 2021
Independent work + Gourp Work
Instructor: Katharina Maria Kral

Through analysis of the timber tectonic class, I see individuality lies
in the tectonic story. The tectonic of wood tells a story of a time, a
location, and a method from different cultures of putting materials
together. From the Harmondsworth Barn from London built-in 1426,
you can see the traces of using the tool of chisel and axes to shape the
elements from a wood chunk into columns and beams. While today,
you can see very clean wood elements shaped by CNC machines from
the example of Swatch Headquarters built by Shigeru Ban in 2019.
There was an eastern way of duplicating the joints to support the roof
in many temple examples. Todai temple built-in 1191 is one of them.
There’s also a traditional Western way of building wooden frames
with in-filled walls for the houses. While wooden buildings in the
same technical ages have commonalities, they also have their wisdom
of addressing structural, spatial, and religious needs. Through studying the precedents, we can also experiment with the possibilities for
their future development.

Group Drawing

Timber Tectonic
Precedent Analysis:Timber
H Hat
House
Tectonic
Timber Tectonic

H Hat House, Jun Igarashi, Hokkaido, Japan 2015
constructed with a limited budget and site-specific
building regulations, ‘hat H’ is a detached house designed
by jun igarashi architects. located in the suburb of engaru
in northeast hokkaido, the timber dwelling is comprised
across two-storeys. the cost constraints have naturally
influenced the unusual character of the building; leaving
the timber structural elements exposed. the architects
decided to employ straightforward techniques of
construction and for the property to be finished with a
large hat-like roof.
set two meters above the ground, the floor of the upper
level extends to the outside to form a cantilevered porch
of 1.8 meters. this floorplate extension is mirrored and
exaggerated above to form the roof canopy featuring
exposed timber beams.

in hokkaido, there are regulations for buildings to comply
with having foundations with a depth of 0.9 meters.
utilizing this submerged space led to the creation of the
concrete basement area which hosts the bedroom, study
and simultaneously expresses a feeling of being protected.
the upper level accommodates the kitchen, dining, lounge
and windows on all four sides capture the surrounding
green veranda to invite light and instill the illusion of a
bigger footprint.

Dowel Joint

Bracing

Cantilever

Joist Rythm

Proposal One of Precedent Development

REPETITIVE MODERN TRADITIONAL
LIGHT
REPETITIVE MODERN TRADITIONAL LIGHT

Proposal Two of Precedent Development
STACKING
cubic | post-and-beam | repeating components | static | dowels,bolts,pins
REPETITIVE MODERN TRADITIONAL LIGHT

joists profile

joists profile
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Fisherman’s House
The way of living

Spring 2021
Seminar | Building Agency
Independent Work
Instructor: Lily Chi

In the building agency seminar, I learned that people’s ways of living
can also preserve individuality. Atelier Bow-wow designed for the
village in Oshika after the tsunami disaster. The design of the house
for fisherman is only part of the larger plan to help the village recover
the economic growth and attract population growth. The housing
project proposed a core house that consists of the necessary programs
such as a kitchen and the restroom. It offers fishermen to add on
more sections later after their economy recovered from the disaster.
The core refers to as much to the basis of the house as to the basis of
the fishermen’s life. For example, one entry of the house leads directly
to the bathroom because fishermen spend a lot of time on their ships,
taking showers and changing their soiled clothes are the essential part
of their life and routine. In this design, fisherman’s traditional way of
living is preserved, and it’s innovated through having the flexibility to
add on rooms based on the core.

Images from Commonalities of Architecture
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Observation and Representation
Media and Multi-Intervention
Spring 2021
Seminar | Building Agency
Independent Work
Instructor: Lily Chi

While architectural materials can empower individuality, individuality can also be empowered by architectural representations. In the
case of Made in Tokyo by atelier bow-wow, each “environmental unit”
included by atelier bow-wow is numbered and arranged in the same
format that includes program information, location, and use. While
the fixed format embeds this collection with growing potential, the
isometric drawing made easy access to people who are not from the
architectural profession. Even though they rendered this book as a
traveler’s guidebook for Tokyo, it never lost its critical condemn for
the domination of neoliberalism.

Images from Made in Tokyo and Made in Shanghai

Another example of how different media could represent one concept is Atelier Bow-wow’s other strategies in the Oshika rebuilding
process. Besides the fisherman’s house proposal, they made a pattern
book that describes Oshika’s landscape patterns and the relationship
with the water. It analyzed and explained to fisherman how they could
recover their home and relation to the water. They also collaborated
with the government to build a fishing school. To do it, they made a
textbook together with the local fishermen that teach the villagers the
fishing techniques and methods of making the nets.

Images from Commonalities of Architecture

Drawing of the multi-interventions

Drawing of the fixed format

Conclusion

Facing the challenge of homogeneity brought by globalization, I
realized that discovering the individuality of places or people
would be meaningful. In the project “This is Not Vernacular” I
created a feeling of unfamiliarity from the familiar elements in
order to foster individuality. In the project “Timber Tectonic” I
explored theindividuality of the timber embedded in different
typesof joints and structural prototypes. In the research carried
about “Fisherman’s House”, a project by Atelier Bow-Wow, I
discovered that the individuality of the fishermen’s group in the
Oshika island liesin the habits of living. In the project “Made
in Tokyo” by the same office. I saw the individuality of a place
defined through observation and representation. Recognizing
individuality in common places is not meant to segregate
individuals, but to create a platform for a more diverse and
respectful merging.
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